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INTRODUOTION.
The following wort is the outgrowth of a serioa of tests
and oaloulations, made on the short circuit currents of
alternators. A number of oscillograph records were take/) of
the short circuit current,and the instantaneous values compared
with those calculated from the constants of the alternator.
The agreement was close ,in tests made in the lahoratory,
where the oscillograph was direct connected to the systemj
"but very considerable discrepancies were found in some tests
made outside of the laboratory,where the oscillograph was
connected in the secondary circuit of a series transformer.
Since the theory of the short oiroult currents of alternators
would not explain the peculiaraties in the latter curves,
a
study of the action of series transformers on unsymetrioal
or transient currents,was undertaken in an attempt to explain
the phenomena. The results of this investigation shows,that
the series transformer (especially with iron core) is unreliable
for recording transient or unsymetrical currents. While theoe
is really only one type of ciirrent transformer in practical
use,which type has an iron magnetic circuit, it is of interest
to consider the action of such a transformer without iron.

AIR CORE SERIES TRANSFORMER.
The air core type will be disousaed first, since its
operation can be expressed by a matlieinatical equation,and
thus clear insight into the whole problem can readily be given.
A series transformer is a mutaal inductance,whore the
effect of the secondary circuit upon the primary current isso
small as to be negligible. Since the secondary circuit is
closed upon itself,the differential equation of the circuit
becomes
,
x"di"/d« + r^i" + Xdi'/de -=e = 0. - -- -- -- -- 1»
Where r*,x" and i" are the resistance, reactance and current
in the secondary circuit; X is the mutual Inductive reactance
between the primary and secondary circuits; and 1' is the
primary current. As stated above, i* is not effected byi" and
therefore di'/d© is not a function of i" ,and the single
differential equation is sufficient for the solution of the
problem.
If the primary current i* contains a transient term,as the
starting alternating current in an inductive circuit,
i« = A[sin(«-a) - 3in(8,-3)|9-'^®*] ----- 2*
Where s = arc tan l/a, «, is the phase of the voltage when the
circuit is closed, a = r*A*, and ©* is the time in electrical
radians counted from the time of closing the circuit.
Differentiating equation 2
diVd« = a|cob{©-3) + (a)sin(e,-3)e"*^ j ----- — 5,
« steinmetz Electric Phenomena and Oscillations, p 45
•

Eqiiation 5 substituted in equation 1 gives
x^di^/d© * r"i" = -XA|oos(e-3) + (a)sin(«,-3)e"^®* 4,
Equation 4 is easily written in the familiar form
di"/d©' + bi" = -XA/x"(00s(©-3) + (a)sin(e,-3)0 j— 5'
IShero the factor r'^/x* is replaced by b#
The solution of equation 5 is
=
.Af.,e-'^®^J&03(®-8)e^®V (a)8in(e,-3)e(^-^^®)+ C ]
x" (v(b*+ 1 ) D-a ^ . • )
Where B = arc tan b.
When e = e,,that is when «• = 0, i' = and i" = 0.
Therefore
sin(e.^3-«-B)
.
a . / >
.
„
.^. v(c-^ + 1 )sin(e.-s+p) - ^b*+ 1 ^D-a '
b-a
Where p = arc tan «
Knowing the instantaneous values of i',i" and the ratio of the
secondary to primary turns n"/n',the instantaneous value of
magnetizing current i 4s given by the following equation,
i = i« + n"/n» i" - 9
Substituting equations 6 and 2 in 9
i = A|^sin(«-ri) - 3in(©,-o)e"^^* -
x"n»( fS^rr^
~8in^e,.s}e + ce Jj-IO
* Murrey Diferential Equations, p 27» .

Representing ^tt^ "by the constant k and replacing
and combining 4ie^he trigonometrio functions into one, the
equation becomes (1+^
miere u = arc tan ^-.Trhioh la the angle of lag of the staTsla
magnetizing current behind theprimary current*
Example 1 •
As an example of the application of this method may be
considered the following case*
a = r'A* =.1 J b = r"/x" = .01 ; X = 1 0. ; x" = 1 00« ; A = 1
.
9 = ^5°; «,= 175*^; and n"/n» = 9«5 •
Substituting these constants in equation 2, - - -
i« = I^sin(«-^5^) + e-*''®' A»
p from equation t is
p = arc tan ^ = aro tan.0^99 = 5** • '
^"
The value of C from equation t becomes
c = .1119
B = arc tan b = 55 '
•
Hence from equation 6
i»=".1 (sin(e-1 74.40) - 1.11116"''®*+ .1119e"*°^® \
—
u = aro tanp~- = 10045'.
That is the stable condition of the magnetizing current lags
100451 behind the primary current.

5-
i from equation 11 becomes ,o
1 = .|,05 sin(©-i^?5*75°) + .055e"*'^ - .1055© ) ° *
On the opposite page equations A»,B» and 0» are plotted with
e as abBoissae and i*,i" and i as ordinates. The ordinates de-
rived from equation B* are multiplied by the transformation
ratio x"/x = 10 and turned l&^O® so as to be superimposed upon
the primary current for better comparison. The curves thus
plotted show clearly the error in secondary current due to the
air core transformer with a 5^ magnetizing current.
As a second problem a primary current which is unsymmetri-
cal might be considered. If the current lies entirely above
the zero line, the equation would be
i* = A|sin(«) + 1 - Ce"^®*| 12.
Where G = sin(©,) + 1 •
Differentiating 12 and substituting in equation 1
di"/d© + bi" = -a|S„ j|cos(©) + Gae°^® j--»----l3«
And the solution of equation 13 is
^ " x"(v(b*+1) b-
.-a© + O'e-be ^ «0 M «• w W dWs«
Where B = arc tan b and C' = »|ain(et+Bl + aC \^
If the time constant l/a of the primary circuit is exceedingly
small,then e'^®' will practically be zero in a very short time;
(a) will be large in comparison to (b) and equation 14 becomes,
after an infinitesmal time
-beH
i« = A?. fBlnCe^B) (sliila^ - sin(e,) - 1 j^" J-
' 3c''{y(b»+i) "'(v(b«+ 1)
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And equation 12 becomes
Substituting equations 16 and 15 In 9
\/ ' A * f \ ^ -i ,-/ 3in(e-t-B) ain(e,-<-B) . . , ^ -b€ MX 1 = Aj3in(e) + 1 - 3^(;^;-7j - 7{^r^ - Bin(e.) -1)e )
= A^v(l. p~^)sln(e^3) + 1 - Ce"'"^^'c-
Where s = arc tan( ^ . ^_ ) ^b +1
Q = k(aMs±Bi^ . 3in(e,) - l] 17.
Example 2.
Assume that the same transformer is used as in example 1
,
but that^tha constant (a) is very large and the primary waveof
the form,
V = sin(e) + 1.----.^^--- - A"
Then from equation 15
i» = -.l|slnO© + 55*) + e"'°^®' |- » B"
And from 1^
/
_ 01 © *
1 = .05 sin(e - 10. 75*') - •95e ' +1 =.-^. C"

The eurves on the opposite page plotted from eqmtions
A*,B* and O" show clearly how the current in the secondary of
the transformer gradiially becomes symetrloal in reference to
the zero line,while the magnetizing cuBrent creeps up to a
lino which is symetrical in respect to the primary current.
DISCUSSIOH OP THE UOHSTAHTS
The reactance of the secondary contains two factors
and x" of which x^ represents that portion of the flux that
interlinks with the priiKtry coil, and x* represents that portion
of the flux that does not interlink with the primary coil, or
known as leakage reactance, x^ and X hold a definite relatiun
to each other,which ratio, is that of the secondary turns n"
>o the primary tiims n*. The transformation ratio of the
transformer is that ratio of the mutual inductive reactance X
to the total secondary self Inductive reactance x",which ratio
can only he considered equal to the ratio of the respective
turns in so far as x" can be neglected in comparison to x^.
The resistance in the secondary circuit has little effect on
the trsmeformation ratio, but does produce a displacement in
phase in the stable condition, and introduces large errors iin
the transient term, since b is directly proportional to r.The
smaller the factor b,the more closely the secondary current
follows the primary current,and therefore, for observing
transient currents the secondary leakage reactance improves
the accuracy; while the reelstance,though small, introduces
large errors, fhs value of x**, is only limited in so far as
its effect upon the primary current can be neglected. An
increase of x* does increase the magnetizing current,but

-'/rX-
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this increase is in phase with the primary oui-rent and there
fore no displacement results, and the transformation ratio
x/x* is only diminished*
Therefore a transformer designed to be used for
transient phenomena should have an exceedingly large secondary
reactance and a very small secondary resistance.
under stable condition, equation 6 becomes
_ _i^L—*.sin(©-9+B) - 19*
-
-V(x« *+r" ")
Since x"is large in comparison to either r" or x^^jit is evident
from the above equation, that an increase of r" has little
effect on the transformation ratio,while an increase in x"
has an appreciable effect. Also since B is small (arc tanC^^ij+^n '
^
the angle of displacement B is directly proportional to r"
,
while x" decreases the displacement. In other words, the
magnetizing current required to force the secondary current
through the resistance r" lags ninety degrees behind that
portion of the primary current that is transfered to the
secondary,while the magnetizing current required to force
the secondary current through the reactance x\ is in phase
with the said current.
«

IRON GORE SERIES TRANSFORMER
This gradual increase, or greeping, of the magnetizing
oiirrsnt of the eeriee transformer with Tmsyi^etrical oTirrents,
has a much greater and more disastrous effect in the case of
£tn ordinary transformer with iron core* In the case of the air
core transformer the magnetizing current was a direct funct&on
of the primary current in all stable conditions ;hut this
does not hold true in the case of the transformer with an
iron core. The mutual inductive reactance X and the correspon
ding self inductive reactance xl[ depend, in exactly the same
way,upon the reluctance of the core circuit,and consequently
their ratio is a constant ,with a value the same as that of the
ratio of the number of primai»y and secondary turns. The
leakage reactance x* is more or less indepejident of the permea
bility of the core, and consequently the transformation rat4o
—^
— of equation 6 is not a constant but depends upon the
x'i+xl
magnitude of the magnetizing ciirrent. Ftirthermore as decreases
it necessarily approaches the value of r" and the error due
to the increasing factor b becomes very large.
It is unfortunate that the saturation curve of the iron
cannot be represented by a mathematical equation and therefore
the only solution of the problem is the tedious step by step
method.Although this method obviously is not absolutely
correct, it does give a close approximation.
Consider first the problem where the secondary leakage
reactance x^, is negligible. Then the change of flux need only

Sive the E.M.F. to force the secondary ourront through the
resistance r" . Then
D d*/d© = r"!** - « , ^ ^ - - - ^ . =. = = 20.
Representing d^> and r"i" in percent of maximuiQ runn^ing oondifrion
d^>/d« =:r'*i**-'--'--*--'=='-"--"'-'"""^'''°'°'°21«
Or
de> = r^i^de.
Changeing from differential to difference, that is, replacing,
as approximation,d hy^i gives
= r"i**A «
Usingjflnally, increments of A • of lO^jthen
A$ = .175 i"r" = = - — 23.
Summing up the 1^ increments in 1^0°
X/^^ = r(.175 i**r") = 2.
Or
i(i"r") = 11.43
Which value is the maximum point of the flux reached under
normal condition. If the saturation curve is plotted so as to
give the value of flux eq-'oal to 11 .43 at maximum point in tbe
running condition, and i" is expressed in percent of maximum
normal current, then a current of 100^ for 10° will necessitate
a change of flux of one unit as plotted on the saturation curve.
—> The value of magnetizing current in percent of maximpn normal
oiirront can be obtained from the stable condition of equation
11,when r",x'',n** and n* are known,and the oorresjonding maximum
flux taken from the saturation curve.
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In this maimer the flux curve may be calculated from the
secondary current of any shape,and from which the magnetizing
current may be calculated with the use of the saturation ciarve.
In many cases it is necessary to calculate the magnetizing
current from the primary current ,which necessitates an
inverse process. As a first assumption the secondary current 1"
is taken equal to the primary current i* multiplied by the
ratio of turns n"/n*« From this approximate value of 1" the
first approximate value of magnetizing current 1 is obtained,
which value subtracted from the primary current and
multiplied by n'/n" gives a second approximate value of the
secondary current i^jfrom which a very close second approximate
value of 1 is calculated* The following example may illustrtte
more fully the method of procedure.
Example 5«
Assume the ratio of secondary to primary turns to be
10; the percent of primary magnetizing current to be •012; a
residual magnetism in the core of •S units and the aocompaning
saturation curve to be that of the primary coil. That is, in
place of the valme of fliix at maximum normal condition being
maj'ked 1 1 #45 it is given the value 1 1 ,43 n*/n" = 1«l45 .
Then a> = i**
.
The following tabulation is of a convenient form.

1 • 2. 3* 4. 5^. 6. 7* 9* 10.
• V i A* i
n'
00. .00 .000 .500 .000 .000 .0000 .500 .000 .000
10. .01 .001 .501 - - -m •
-
-
20. .03 .003 .504 - - m
- -
50. .05 .005 •509 - Mi m - -
40. .14 .014 • 523 - - -
50. • 25 .025 .54^ - - » -
-
60. .40 .040 .5^^ .004 .396 .0396 .004 •396
70. .55 • 055 .643 .005 •543 • 0543 .642 .005 •543
ffo. •67 .067 .709 .007 .663 -066^
. DDp
90. .^0 .0^0
.009 •791 • 0791 • 7i?7 .009 .791
100. • 93 •093 .ggo .01 •920
.0/0
no. 1.04 .104 •9^2 .011 1 .029 .1029 • 979 .011 1 .029
1^0 1 .74 •174 1.9^6 .020 1 720 • 1720 1 .9^1 .020 1 .720
540. 1 .40 .140 3*75^
mm
• 197 1 .203 .1203 5.737 .1^7 1 .213
1/
Column 2 ie obtained from the orginal 8iirve of the primary
current. The value of^^*'in column 3 is equal to n'/n" times
the primary current i* ,andj/^ in column 4 is the sum ot A^' \.n
column 3 and the value ^A<b in oolT;min t of the preceding line,
i in column 5 is found from the saturation curve for the value
of flux oorrespondirg to 4. n"/n' i" in 6 is equal to! i»- i from
which 7 is found and addedto t of the preceding line and is
the value of flux from whioli the final value of magnetizing
current i is determined.
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If the reaotanoe of the secondary Is considered, equation 20
becomes
d$/d© = r"!" + x\ di"/d© = 24*
And 22 becomes
^* = ^"*^
Where i1 and l" are sucossive values of secondary current.
Using this value of $ in the preceding example the rest ofthe
calculation are the same.
Example 4.
The secondary reactance of example 5 is taken to be
equal to the secondary resistance.
2.
i»
5* 4. 5».
1
6.
n".«
-.1
7. ^. 9.
i
10.
n'^
•
.00- .00 .000 .500 .000 .000 .0000 .500 .000 .000
*10-- .01 .0065 .5065
.20. .03 .0141 .5206 m mm
• 30. .05 .0161 .5362 mm mm
.40. .14 .064 .6007 .005 .135 .0604 .5972 .005
m
^0. 1 .74 .196 2.9440 .056 1 .6^
mm mm
.1^54 2.9310 .055 1 .6^5
200. 1.52 ..091 3*1650 .073 1 *507 #0747 3.14^7 .072 1.50^
etc.
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Curves 5 and 4,TThich correspond to examples 5 and 4, show
the errors introduced "by the use of the series transformer
with iron core in recording transient phenomena. On comparing
the two curves it is evident that the leakage reactance
introduced in example 4 ^ effect,which was not true
in the case of the air core transformer. This is explained from
the fact that the leakage reactance requires a larger
magnetizing current and necessarily the flux works up to a
higher point on the saturation curve.
The accompaning oscillograph record is that of the current
through the secondary of the series transformer together with
the current through the primary,whioh is the starting currelit
of an inductive circuit with an electrical time constant xV^^'
of 10. These experimental curves are very similiar to those
as calculated from example 5 and 4 although the constants are
somewhat different.
The physical interpretation of the phenomena may be more
clearly shown by the use of the accompaning saturation curve 5
where, the points marked with the odd numbers 1,3,5 and 7 aee
the sucessive maximum points of flux recorded,while the even
numbers 2,4,6 and t are the successive minimum points. That is,
the 'flux in the transformer passes over the curve from #5 to 1
back to 2,up again to 5 etc through the points 4,5,6,7 and t
in succession.
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THE POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER ON TRANSIENT OR
UNSYMETRIOAL SYSTEMS.
Since the operation of the potential transformer is very
similiar to that of a series transformer, a mathematical
treatise is unnecessary. Similiar results in the magnetizing
currents would he expected of the potential transformer if it
vrere connected across a system where the voltage wave la
unsymetrical during any appreciable time. The unsymetrioal
transient alternating current wave may be represented as a
symetrioal wave with a super imposefi' dying away direct ourrett.
Hence it is obvious that the transformer would act as a short
circuit through low resistance and high inductance for the
constant part of the transient voltage. If this transient
part of the wave were to last dtiring a time comparable with
the time constant of the transformer circuit , this current rtnitjht
become very large. In a transformer of the ordinary iron core
type, a slight increase of the magnetizing current, above
normal, greatly reduces the reactance which in tiarn would
increase the alternating current and excessive, perhaps dls
afrtrouB^ currents might follow. While it is perfectly practical
to use a potential transformer across the mains of an alter
nator,it is not always safe to use it to determine the volt
age across a reactance or similiar device in the mains
carrying the tre^nsient current*

SUMMARY
The following are the principal results that have been
established by this investigation.
1# The series or potential transformer (especially with
iron oore) cannot be relied upon to record the instantan
eous values of transient or unsymetrioal systems.
2« An air oore transformer (current ) designed to record
instsuitaneous ciurrents ,with a transient term, should have a
very small secondary resistance and a largo secondary reactance
3« Great care should be taken in connecting a potential
transformer across any part of a circuit carrying a trans
lent current, so as not to have an vmsymetrical voltage
impressed across the transformer for any appreciable time.



